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Data security and a speedy entering of text on smartphone  

and tablet don’t have to be mutually exclusive. The patented  

Swiss SpeedScript keyboard app offers a convenient and fast  

way to enter text without any entry being logged – delivering 100% data security. 

Zurich, Dezember 10th, 2017–SpeedScript, a Swiss company, has been pioneering text entry 

on touch screen devices for more than 10 years. From the very beginning, SpeedScript has 

stayed away from using the autocomplete functionality with its complicating and confusing 

side effects. It rather focused on developing an efficient, yet simple to use, text entry logic, 

concentrating on ergonomic and linguistic optimization.  

Autocorrect? Autocomplete? Server Connections? No Privacy? No thanks! 
SpeedScript is a compact QWERTY-layout keyboard without the keys for vowels. It is using 
finger strokes to write vowels from any character key in one go. This patented combination 
of typing and writing makes it quicker, more efficient and intuitive. The design is clutter-free 
and allows users to write as quickly as if using ten-finger typing. 
 
Apart from being efficient and easy to use, SpeedScript users do not have to cope with the 

sometimes less than helpful autocorrect and autocomplete functionalities of their device. By 

concentrating entirely on ergonomic and linguistic optimization, SpeedScript helps avoid any 

data security and privacy issue coming with the use of cloud services -  neither are any data 

entries being logged nor are they being sent to external servers for processing and saving 

them.    

The paid SpeedScript app does not need any permissions to access the internet. It is locally 

installed on the device, be it smartphone or tablet. The free SpeedScript version accesses 

advertising networks and requires acceptance of carefully delimited permissions, but it does 

not read or store any information 

Anyone who seeks to protect their privacy will find SpeedScript to be their perfect text entry 

tool. 

SpeedScript is the alternative to autocomplete functionalities for all those seek an 

intuitive, fast and convenient way to enter text – without risk to the security of their data. 

SpeedScript is available in two versions on the Google Play Store: The free app with full 

functionality is ad-supported and the paid app without advertising is available at a price of 

CHF 3.99/EUR 2.99/GBP 2.39. 

 



 

SpeedScript AG: the company 

From the moment founder Raphael Bachmann bought an Apple Newton back in the 

nineties, he was intrigued by the challenge of finding quick and easy ways of writing with a 

touchscreen device. In 2000 this mission prompted him to assemble a team of developers 

and launch his own company. SpeedScript AG has subsequently become a pioneer in 

linguistic research as the basis for developing text input methods − most notably 

SpeedScript for Windows Mobile. SpeedScript is patented internationally.  

 

>> Video showing SpeedScript in action: One finger almost as fast as ten 

>> Download SpeedScript from Google Play 

>> How does SpeedScript work? 

>> More information on the SpeedScript app: www.speedscript.me 
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